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0                               ·             ABSTRACT

A steady, two-dimensional flow system is used to demonstrate the applica-
tion of location/arrival-time and location/outflow-quantity curves in
determining the environmental consequences of groundwater contamination.
The subsurface geologic and hydrologic evaluations needed to obtain the
arrival results involve a sequence of four phases:  system identification,
new potential determination, flow systems kinematics, and contaminant
transport analysis.  Once these phases are completed, they are effec-

tively summarized and easily used to evaluate environmental consequences
through the arrival distributions.

'
1This paper is based partially upon work performed under Atomic Energy

Commission Contract (45-1)-1820 and United States Energy Research and
Development Administration Contract E(45-1)-2320.
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INTRODUCTION

I               New locati6n/arrival-time and outflow-q<uantity'distributions offer
an optimal means of evaluating environmental consequences of subsurface

pollution.  The first paper in this sequence presented an oVerview of

these distributions.  This and subsequent papers indicate the technical

basis and natural evolution of the distributions.using hydrologic

results.

In this paper, those methods applicable to steady, .two-dimensional

flow ·systems in homogeneous materials but with complicated.flow..geometry.,

will be described.  The natural development of arrival distributions

from the various hydrologic evaluations is considered first in general

terms. Emphasis is .then narrowed to ·the techniques used in obtaining
arrival results.  An example illustrates several steps necessary to

arrive at the final contaminated fluid location/arrival-time distribu-

tion and the location/outflow-quantity distribution.  Once these are

determined, the amount of contaminants emerging along the outflow

boundary (i..e., the potential interface with man) as a function of time..

cao be calculated.

THE TECHNICAL BASIS FOR ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTIONS

,

The contaminant arrival distributions have their origin and depend

directly upon the many measurement.and evaluation capabilities of sub-

surface hydrology.  This is essentially axiomatic since arrival distri-

butions simply provide the tools which summarize final hydrologic

results needed for environmental evaluation.  Depending on the pollution

pr6blems involved, the entire range of subsurface technology may be

involved.  This discussion classifies the evaluation process into four

*              basic phases, each of which will be considered in general terms:
·, System Identification ;
e  New Potential Determination

•  Flow System.Kinematics

e Con,taminant Transport Analysis
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Together. these phases provide the technical basis for the contaminant                 It„

arrival distributions.

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

System identification involves the determination and measurement .1
of those physical character:i.stics pertinent to evaluating the subsur-

face system of fluid flow and contaminant transport (Phillipson, 1971). '

It includes measurements and evaluations of the physical extent of the

groundwater basin or sub-basins, any groundwater connection with surface .1
streams, recharge areas, groundwater divi des,.etc.  Determining the

properties of the porous material (e.g., capillary conductivity and

hydraulic conductivity variation throughout the region, porosity vari-
ations, and geochemical and exchange characteristics) is also a vital .
part of the system identification phase (Coats, 1963; Prudhumme, 1967).

The identification phase is probably the most important, and per-

haps the most difficult, phase to adequately yet economically complete.

Accurate and representative data are vital.  With good basic data,

excellent credibility is possible for the final results, whereas' inade-

quate identification often leaves doubts and unanswered questions.

Although accuracy and realism are primary objectives, the identifica-

tion costs must be kept within economical limits.  Since measurement

access involves well drilling and predominantly remote observations,

the costs of getting adequate subsurface data are high.

During this last decade, increasing research and development effort

has been directed to this basic identification problem.  Significant

progress has occurred by using more complete and sophisticated analysis

of specific field data taken over large regions.  This is a distinct

cohtrast to the approach of using many measurements on small samples. /
The dissipation methods of obtaining hydraulic conductivity distri-

butions in large heterogeneous groundwater systems are good examples of

the newer developments in system identification (Nelson, 1969; Emsellem,

1971).  The traditional methods of determining hydraulic conductivity

primarily involve individual pumping tests or related point observation
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methods.  ..Though moderately accurate when very careful.ly executed. they

are far too costly. to. utilize extensively over large regions since so

many wells and expensive tests are required.  The new dissipation methods

require only a limited number of point pumping tests, but mainly rely

,on a comprehensive evaluation of groundwater potentia.l data over the

entire region to determine the hydraulic conductivity distribution.

Basic theory and more intricate analysls of the data are required with

the new method, yet the actual field measurement of the groundwater

<             potential is simpler, more accurate and much cheaper than the traditional
pumping test methods.

.As more of these detailed, extensive methods of measurement and

determinations are developed and used, determination of the subsurface

Il              characteristics will become more economical and more accurate.  Improved

system identification will provide a sounder basis for the next phase--
determining the new groundwater potential distribution.

NEW POTENTIAL DETERMINATION

Determination of new potential energy variations involves all the

steps and methods useful in finding the expected groundwater potential

               throughout.the particular regions of interest.  It includes predicting

changes in partially saturated flow in the vadose zone and saturated

flow beneath the water table.  These changes may result from proposed

management practices or simply from natural trends in the subsurface

flow regime.  In any case, the new potential energy distribution is

obtained through setting up and solving appropriate well-posed boundary

value problems for either isothermal, nonisothermal, saturated, partially

saturated, or multiphase flow systems (Bredehoeft, 1970; Freeze, 1971;

Pinder, 1972).

The boundary value problem interrelates all of the pertinent physi-

cal variables measured during system identification and, when solved,

gives the new groundwater potential resulting from any ahd all changes

I           to the flow system.  All of the system variables form a unique boundary
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value problem, either through the partial differential equation or the

boundary conditions which include initial conditions.  Once the partial                 

differential equations are solved and all of the boundary conditions

satisfied, the new potential distribution is the meaningful result

needed in this phase of the complete evaluation.

The new potential energy patterns may be determined in a variety of               ll

ways:  direct mathematical forms, numerical digital computations, analog

simulations, or, in some cases, measurements on constructed models.

However, none of these is always the best approach -for all problems.
Continuing efforts to find more generally applicable and better solution

methods are providing additional promising techniques (Javandel, 1968;

Finlayson, 1966, 1969, 1972). As these become more widely used, greater
solution capacity and efficiency can be expected in this vital area of

new potential determination.

FLOW SYSTEM KINEMATICS

Flow system kinematics involves all the analysis and evaluation

capability necessary. to determine the geometry of fluid motion from the                 

new potential distribution in the subsurface floW system (Truesdell,

1960).  Specifically, the flow paths of fluid particles, the travel

times of the advancing fronts along those pathlines, and the quantity

of fluid flux at particular places in the system are the end objectives.

The results from the system identification and new potential deter-

mination phases enable obtaining the kinematid path functions, stream

functions, and streak functions for subsurface systems.  The identifica-

tion provides the saturation, capillary or hydraulic conductivity and

porosity distributions which, when·combined with the new potential distri-

bution, give the velocity of fluid throughout the floW system.  The

three kinematic functions,  i.e., path functions, stream functions and

streak functions, have defining sets of differential equations arising                 I

from the hydraulic conductivity, saturated permeability, porosity, satu-

ration, and potential distributions (Nelson,.1969)..
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The path functions require the conductivity, por9sity and potential

to define the set of characteristic differential equations.  These are

to be solved simultaneously with appropriate initial conditions to yield

the subsurface pathlines and rates of fluid advance.  The path function ;

itself gives the loci of points (representing a particular contaminant

front) as a function of time for those particular fluid particles which

occupied a given spatial array at an initial or tillie.  For
environmental evaluations, the most important locations are the contami-

nated fluid outflow boundaries where pollutants interface with man's

I*              environment.  The pathlines and functions provide:

•  The contaminated fluid arrival locations on the outflow

boundary

e  The arrival time of the contaminated fluid at the outflow

boundary

Thus, the kinematic path function provides two of the three factors

required to obtain the arrival distributions for subsurface fluids and

            for fluid coincident contaminants. The third factor, that of fluid
quantity, comes from the stream function.

The stream· functions use the permeability distribution from the

system identification phase and the new potential distribution to define

0            the set of characteristic differential equations (Nelson, 1969).

Solution of these equations.subject to appropriate boundary conditions

provides· the flux distribution throughout the subsurface flow system.
The stream function is evaluated along the outflow boundary to determine

0            the quantity of contaminated fluid that will interface with man, the
third factor needed to obtain complete arrival distributions.

In some transient flow systems the kinematic streak function is

very useful (in fact, necessary) to complement the path function in
determining the arrival location and arrival time.  The streak function

boundary and initial conditions are considerably more involved since the

streak function·is a natural extension of the path function.  Specifi-

cally, the characteristic form of a streak line is the loci of all fluid
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particles that have or will pass through a given point in space.  Use of

streak functions will be considered further when the more complicated

transient systems are discussed.

In general, flow system kinematics utilizes the permeability, porosr

ity and new potential distributions to provide the outflow location,

time.and quantity of contaminated fluid that make up the arrival distri-

butions.  Either the path func,tions or, the streak functions provide the                 0

arrival locations and time at the outflow boundary, whereas the stream

function provides the outflow quantity.

For fluid coincident contaminants, or those which essentially move

with the fluids, the evaluation need not continue beyond the flow system ·-

kinematics phase.  However, if there are exchange or geochemical reac-

tions of the individual chemical species being transported by the sub-

surface flow system, the contaminant transport analysis phase is required.

The system kinematics then becomes an important input which completely

describes the transporting fluid.

CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT ANALYSIS

The contaminant transport analysis involves all of the additional                  I

formulations and evaluations necessary to incorporate the effects of

dispersion, contaminant exchange, and other geochemical reactions with

the porous material (Cearlock, 1966; Helgeson, 1968, 1969, 1970;

Schwartz, 1973), including all important chemical or biological inter-

actions between individual constituents of groundwater.  The subsurface

flow system analysis provides the fluid movement effects. These  are

coupled to the interactions with the porous material and the reaction

of individual constituents to determine the transport equations for the

  mixture of contaminants.  The addition of appropriate initial and bound-

ary conditions ·for the transport problem provides a predictive capability.
The results are the arrival locations, arrival times, and outflow quan- ,

tities for each constituent involved in the transport evaluation.

This discussion.has presented an overview, devoid of equations  -

and excessive details, of the technical basis for the arrival distribu-

tions and outlined the pertinent hydrologic analysis steps.  A detaildd

consideration of specific cases in this and subsequent papers should
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demonstrate the insight needed to obtain arrival distributions from

hydrologic results.

ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STEADY,
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW SYSTEMS

Arrival distributions for steady, two-dimensinnal flow systems are

considered first to minimize the discussion necessary for the system

identification and potential determination phases of the hydrologic

evaluation.  The emphasis is on the flow kinematics phase and more

particularly-on the specifics of obtaining contaminant location/arrival-
timu abd location/outflow-quantity distributions from the hydrologic

results.  These methods are best described and illustrated by example.

EXAMPLE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

The two-dimensional example involves steady lateral flow in a homo-

geneous and isotropic porous slab of constant thickness and of infinite

I lateral extent. .The combined flow system includes a uniform lateral
flow altered by.flow from a completely penetrating cylindrical. pond, a
pumped. well, and an injection well. In effect, the porous material. is.
idealized. to a homogeneous slab. The potential distribution is moder-

I ately simple, but the flow' system kinematics provides a good illustra-

tion of a variety Of the techniques needed to obtain and utilize'arrival

distributions.  The specific flow system parameters for the example

case are summarized in Figure 1.

EXAMPLE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION          ·                                            .·   ·.,

The potential distribution for the example flow syste* can be

approximated satisfactorily by superposition of elementary flows.  In
particular, a uniform lateral flow of gradient strength, U, inducing

flow in the positive x coordinate direction is added to a combined

source and positive doublet (Shames, 1962) centered at the origin to

represent outflow from the completely penetrating cylindrical pond.

The pumped well and injection well are superimposed as a point sink and

source, respectively, to yield an expression for the overall groundwater
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,'                        Storage
'. :2 '. *s, pond

''  L_-_-P'' I8 I

:              Injection well
-.

4670:4&: ,            ,, '                  at x2' Y2
0     -0.9         I. - .:1:t:%:i. (inflow rate, Q2)

/   Pumped well

\44. at x1, Yl

 \ Effective         \2,4.-< (withdrawal rate, 01)
\ porosity, \\+. BH\Plfuwl. I

\ \  Hydraulic x   \                                                                                                                        0
\ conductivity,         \

\ K  \\\\
1.  Do (stratum thickness) = 70 ft

2.· R  (distance to outer boundary) = 9800 ft

3.  ro (pond radius) = 300 ft 1

4. P (porosity) = 0.20                              Dol               e.f
5.  Ho (pond head) = 24 ft                             1\
6.  Ki (hydraulic conductivity) = 10950 ft/yr
7.  U (uniform gradient) = 0.0095 ft/ft

8.  X  (distance to river) = 9800 ft

9.  x1 (x-coordinate of pumped well) = 7000 ft

10·  yl Cy-coordinate of pumped well) = -1000 ft t.

11. Ql (rate pumped from well) = -1.5(107) ft3/yr

12. x2 (x-coordinate of injection well) = 4000 ft

13. Y2 (Y-coordinate of injection well) = 1500 ft

14. Q2 (rate injected into well) = 1.5(107) ft3/yr

15.  Co (input concentration to pond) = 4.164(10-5) lb/gal

Figure 1.  Parameters for the sample flow system                                    I
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potential- throughout the slab.

, .Specifica,]ly:

U(r6)2x  '. H'Ho 42 2\
0 =.H'H  - Ux +-

.    , R \ 1,1  x r. y    0        (x2 + y2)    ln/-          0Ir  I\0/

j=N m      (x - x.
)2 + (y _ y )2E   _lln      1                J .,N=2. (1)

 =1 27r  
( x  2   +  yj 2)

where all the variables and parameters are defined in the notation,

section at the end of the paper.

The potential, 0, is defined by Eq. (1) in the region for all

(x2 + y2) >
r02 except at the points ·with coordinates xj and yj and

satisfies the Laplace equation describing flow in the homogeneous   '

isotropic slab.  The potential, 0, also satisfies the boundary condi-
2     2tions  that  0  =  H·'H    + e    when  x    +y    =   r02;  and  0=.0:te'   when                                               p

2   2'    2   -   0x  + y -= R . The wells are singul'arities. of strength ml and m2 in the:
x-y plane at points xl' Yl and x2. :y2 resgectivelv. It can be shown
that the e and E' are negligible if .

/                                                            2                                            2        2r                            x.  + y.
0     . < O.01 and 3- J    <0.7.

(x 2 + yj 2)                        R2

The example case is well within the approximation limits; hence, Eq. (1)

provides the potential -distribution for subsequent use in determining
the flow system kinematics.

EXAMPLE FLOW SYSTEM KINEMATICS

The flow system kinematics provides the pattern or geometry of flow
in the subsurface system. The pathl ines for indi.vidual fl·uid particles

through the flow system provide the points of emergence at outflow
boundaries. These locations and the arrival time of
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fluids at outflow boundaries are determined by the path function.  The

stream function gives the flux rate at the outflow boundary as well as

throughout the entire flow system.  Together, the path function and

stream function provide all the results needed for the arrival distri-

butions for fluid coincident contaminants in steady flow systems.                      <

FLOW PATHS AND TRAVEL TIMES

r ,   The characteristic equations for the path function are most useful

in generating the flow paths and obtaining the travel times.  They come

directly from the definition of the macroscopic pore velocity, -v, uti-
lizing Darcy's Law.  That is:

K

v=-   p·ov   0                                                                                                                                                                                (2)

or by components using Eq. (1),

2                  2
K U         r             2x         K H'H

dx =0 1-   0 1-     + 0

dt     P        2 2 2 2          0
X +Y X +Y P ln

(ij (.2  .2)

j=N K m. X -
Xj ,     N=2                                 (3)                                     I

j=1 _ (x   -   xj )2   +   (y   -  yj )2-
2 TP

and

2K U (ro)2xy K H'H
a        O 0 Y

dt   =      <   *2 +52  2  +
P  ln/L       x2  +  y2tr ,

\ 0/

j=N

+E O J                 J             N=2            (4)
K m. y  -  y..
2AP

j =l.         (x - xj)2 + (y -.yj)2   ,
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The contamination departs from the pond wall at t : i.e.,0.

x(to) = xo                                                 (5)

and

0,                       y(to) = yo
(6)

where

(xo)2 + (yo)2 = r  .                                       (7)
2

0

Simultaneous· solution of Eq. (3) and (4) using the initial conditions in

Eq. (5) and (6) is accomplished numerically. to yield pathlines and travel

times to the pumped well or to the, remote river boundary.  The calcu-

lated results using a fourth order Runga Kutta solution scheme are

shown in Figure 2 and·summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

STREAM FUNCTION AND OUTFLOW BOUNDARY FLUXES

*                 The flux or fluid flow rate at any outflow boundary is available

from the stream function, which is simply the complex conjugation of

the potential.expressions'used in Eq. (1).  Upon superposition of the

simple basic flows, the stream function is:

ln<R-  2 A_ 
  u (ro) Uroln <r l ./   y   \  H'

0/ I

+  2-ir  '   arcta n   - Q 27TH Y+ 2 Tr H / 2   2)
0          0      0        0    'x t y'

i.,      -       A- 1 -m.lnlr /y  - y. \ / -y.    \

+   E      J      &
0/ arctan ' J I- arctan < r -Jx. 1 ,N=2   (8),

il                                               4 9 H C X I -  x j / \0 J'j=1       0
-                                   -
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where:
27r D K HQ= 0 0 0 (9)0

l.(R-10/
and in this paper, H' = 1 and N = 2.

-

, ......  ..»  .    4. . . . . . .

-6000

-- -I'll
-5500

Inj6666*ZZZ                                 -5000

Well-                 -                                    4500   -
-

10 "..127,--,14              16                                               6- I

..     =--------------------------------, -22  2              3 3   <-11 1 1 1·1Pothlin

31113"d T.to) • 0 y,
\--t .

6      -3000   /
- 1. -i  34 0               0

33 2       - 2500   0P.611,1, -
3 .' <'- 0

8    '  - 2000 -   
-9=97 ----------: 3-3-31---./ ----- ---  -             1             -1500  * -

-1000 5-----, ...\\ rfrfar -26--pfih,1..
4..                                 21-= 1--1  -- -ASES  ..d

0 *0                                                                                                         2                                                        I            .*/         .,1.•
  1- 0

--     -  ---    ' ' . '      1   1    2                                                                      --
IT.  .10 1 -

-           6       1--1000
-4.4- Pumped -

well ZL--

)

Figure 2.  The flow pattern of contaminated groundwater from'the
pond toward the river with a pomped and injection' well

Eq.  (8)  is  used to determine the cumulative flow rate: for two outflow
boundaries of interest in the example flow system.  The first',is the
inflow around the periphery o'f the pumped well and the other is 'the                     
groundwater flow entering the river.  The cumulative inflow values

Qi/Qo are obtained by substituting the x,y coordinates, where the path-

lines intersect the well screen, into Eq. (8).  These values are given

in Column 4 of Table 1 for subsequent use.
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Table 1. .Summary of flow system kinematics for the example two-dimensional
case (see Figure 2)

[1]
Arrival  time (T - t ) at.   [4]          ·       [5]                            [6]Cumulative

Pathline Arrival location Boundary
[2] [3] - flow rate,

designation Pumped well, River, on outflow boundary, outflow rate,**
(See Figure 2)           yr           yr Qi/Qo s, ft q,gal/min/ft

19 18.778 0.514 181.6 0.104359
19-A-20 18.490 0.519 202.0 0.104334
19-8-20 17.933 0.531 . 259.6 0.104269
19-C-20 17.469 0.548 334.7 0.104194                              i

20 17.408 0.507 347.1 0.104182
20-A-21 17.072 0.569 430.5 0.104114

21 16.574 0.618 648.4 0.104012
22 16.508 0.640 748.3 0.104005

CO 23 16.740 0.664 857.7 ·0.104031
23-A-24 16.926 0.669 877.5 0.104039
23-8-24 17.488 0.673 897.3 0.104048
23-C-24 11.181 0.678 Pumped well
23-D-24 10.781 0.682 Pumped well       "
23-E-24 10.556 0.687 Pumped well

24 10.425 0.691 Pumped well
25 9.837 0.719 Pumped well
26 9.475 0.750 Pumped well
27 9.212 0.782 Pumped well
28              9.022 0.816 Pumped well
29            ' 8.897 0.851 Pumped well
30               8.840 0.887 Pumped well
31 8.856 0.925 Pumped well
32 8.962 '

.0.962 Pumped well



Table 1. Contd.

[l]           Arrival time (T -to) at  [41(umulative  [5]                 [6]
Pathline                                                       Arrival location Boundary

[2] [3] flow tate,
designation Pumped well, RiOer,

Qi/Qo
on outflow boundary,   Outflow rate,**

(See Figure 2) Yr Yr s, ft Q. qal/min/ft

1 9.212 0.0000 Pumped Well               --
2 10.225 0.0378 Pumped Well               --

2-A-3* 10.744 0.0432 Pumped Well               --
2-8-3 16.083 0.0453 921.7 0.10405
2-C-3 15.670 0.0528 955.5 0.10408
2-D-3 15.483 0.0603 989.1 0.104105
2-E-3 15.365 0.0678 1022.5 0.104131

3 15.282 0.0726 1055.9 0.104161
4. 15.081 0.121 1220.4 0.104354
5. 15.503 0.148 1397.3 0.104642

cn                                                  6 15.423 0.278 1940.3 0.105947
0:                         7 15.885 0.332 2161.6 0.106596

8 16.090 0.349 · 2225.3 0.106789
9 16.336 0.364 2283.7 0.106967

10 16.654 0.378 2335.8 0.107126
11.

-

17.214 0.391 2378.0 0.107255
12. 17.310 0.404 4010.0 0.111252
13 17.202 0.415 ·. 4054.9 0.111319
14 17.270 0.425, 4098.0 0.111381
15 17.396 0.435 4138.1 0.111437         1
16 17.556 0.443 4174.8 0.111487
17 .19.029 0.478 4331.3 0.111680
18      · 23.106 0.496

.

88.2 0.104479
18-A-19                      20.268  ,  , 0.502 122.3 0.104433
18-8-19 19.204 0.509 157.8 0.104483

*This pathline designation indicates there are five. pathlines A, B, C, D, and E between pathlines 2
and 3, etc.  Pathlines with alphabetic designations are not plotted in Figure 2.

**The boundary outflow'rates in this -column are, at some points in the manuscript, made dimensionless
through dividing. by qo = 0.1  gal/miri/ft.



Table·2.  Summary of flow system kinematics for injected-well water

[1] Injection well I41(umulative [5]       [6]
Pathline     [21           [3]                                         Arrival location BoundaryRiver arrival time flow rate,

designation Departure at river outflow rate,**
(See Figure 2) time, yr T  -  to, yr Qi/QI s, ft q,qal/min/ft

11-A-33* 8.84 19.711 0.0000 2380.6 0.107263
33 8.84 18.333 0.1498 2625.6 0.108009
34 8.84 18.320 0.1567 2637.1 0.108044
35 8.84 18.150 0.2051 2715.8 0.108278
36 8.84 18.020 0.2737 2827.3 0.108603
37 8.84 17.890 0.3564 2961.2 0.108980
38 8.84 17.805 0.4499 3112.1 0.109386

Ul
-                  39 8.84 17.775 0.5478 3269.5 0.109783

40 8.84 17.795 . 0.6465 3427.6 0.110153
41 8.84 17.870 0.7398 3576.6 0.110475
42 8.84 18.015 0.8230 3709.1 0.110737
43 8.84 18.170 0.8920 3818.7 0.110938
44 8.84 18.352 0.9404 3895.5 0.111069
45           ' 8.84 18.376 0.9476 3906.9 0.111088

45-A-12 8.84 18.755 0.9989 3990.0 0.111221

*This pathline designation indicates pathline B is located between pathlines 11 and 33 but is not
shown in Figure 2.

through dividing by q( = 0.1 gal/min/ft.

**The boundary outfloW rates in this column are, at some points in the manuscript, nade dimensionless



The cumulative flow rate into the river, i.e., the total flow

across this important outflow boundary, is given by Eq. (8) through

equating

X=X (10)

and

y=s- 2000 (ft) (11)

where X is the distance to the river and s is the y-coordinate of the

point where the particular pathline reaches the river.  Again, the

results are tabulated fon each pathline ad Column 4 in Tables 1 and 2.               Il
By the fundamental definition of stream function, Qi/Qo provided in
Eq. (8) is a cumulative flow rate with zero being any point on the  i

streamline which passes through the point x = r , y =
0. .,

At the river, the variation of the groundwater unit' outflow fluxes,
along the river rather than the-cumulative stream function values is

needed and can be calculated using:

dx  = p  Ert
(12) .1

The equation most useful for direct calculation of q is obtained by
dxfirst substituting the resulting ex'pression ·for 3:E into :Eq. (12).  The

unit outflow rates along the river bank were calculated·using Eq. (12)

and are given in Column 6-of Tables 1 and 2.

The calculated kinematic flow results are summarized in Tables 1

and 2 with the  major flow pattern results plotted in Figure 2.  In

particular, the flow paths and isbchrorial .li·nes.for the advancing
contaminated front from the pond toward 'the river, approximately 1.85
miles away, are, illustrated. The contaminated fluid front originating
at the pond moves outward in ever-elongating arcs bypassing the injec-
tion well on both sides, i.e., pathlines 12 through 17 and 3 through                I
11. Between pathlines 24 and 2 (including 32,. etc.) the.contaminated
pond outflow is intercepted by the pumped well.  The intercepted water

is piped to the injection well and reintroduced into the flow system ·

for ultimate arrival at the river between pathlines 33 and 45.  The
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remaining fluid from the pond between pathlines 18 and 23 does not flow

into the pumped well, but proceeds directly to the river.

All of the flow system kinematic results needed to obtain the arrival

distributions are available in Tables 1 and 2.  The first three of the

four overall hydrologic evaluation phases summarized previously and

involved in evaluating subsurface problems have been provided.  Since,

for pedagogical reasons, only water coincident contaminants are consid-

ered in this paper, the transport analysis is not required.  Thus, all

of the subsurface flow system results are available in Tables 1 and 2

and Figures 1 and 2 to obtain usable arrival distributions for deter-

mining environmental consequences.

LOCATION/ARRIVAL-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

Those techniques used,to derive meaningful location/arrival-time

distributions for many steady, two-dimensional flow systems are illus-

trated by using the tabular and graphical results of the example flow

system.  The location/arrival-time distribution is obtained by using

the arrival time (T - tQ) and 6utflow location (s) from Columns 3 and 5,

respectively, in Tables 1 and 2 as plotted in Figure 3.  The seeming

multiplicity of curves in the figure is a natural consequence of .the                 ' 1

several interacting parts of the.flow system (see Figure 2).  For

instance, the part of the location/arrival-time curve in Figure 3

labeled "pathlines 33-45" includes all of the pond fluid intercepted

by the pumped well that was reinjected and that later arrived at the

river.  The other three labeled parts of the curves represent the pond

fluid that bypassed the wells by different routes to finally arrive

at the river.

                              LOCATION/OUTFLOW-QUANTITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The location/outflow-quantity distribution provides the amount of

outflow at various locations along the potential interface with man's

               environment.  In this example, the distribution is the outflow flux
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Figure 3.  The location/arrival- Figure 4.  The location/outflowl

time distribution along the river quAntity distributions at the
for the pond leakage river . ..

versus the location along the riverbank. The needed data are available°,„
from the flow kinematic results summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1.  Use

of these data will demonstrate. the natural development'of the location/

outflow distributions and those steps involved in utilizihg the arrival
curves for the two-dimensional steady·flow systems. '     ·       -

The example flow system in Figure 2 is conveniently considered in

three parts depending upon the pertinent arrival location and the con-

taminant's route to the final outflow.boundary:  first, the arrival

results at the river for all the fluid that bypasses both wells and moves

directly to the river; second, the arrival results at the pumped well;                '
and third, the final arrival at the river of the pumped water which is

returned to the subsurface flow system by the injection well.  Each of
these parts will be considered'separately and then combined to provide
the final arrival results.  Sihte consideration of the fluid bypassing

the wells is simplest, it is discussed first.
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POND LEAKAGE BYPASSING THE WELLS
..

For water coincident contaminants, the location/outflow.distribution

for the pond leakage bypassing.the wells is obtained from the kinematic

results of the hydrologic analysis from'Table 1.  In particular., the out-

0 flow location, s, from Column 5 is plotted against the boundary outflow

flux (q. from Column 6 of Table 1 divided by the scaling q  value).  The

resulting curve or location/outflow quantity distribution for the

bypassing pond fluid .is shown in Figure 4.  Those parts in the figure

I           representing the bypassing fluid are seen as the areas between pathlines

18 and 11-A-33 and pathlines 45-A-12 through 17 (see Figure 2 and foot-

note of Table 1). The remaining part of the curve in Figure 4 will·be

discussed after considering the arrival results for the pond leakage

intercepted by the pumped well.

POND LEAKAGE ENTERING THE PUMPED WELL

Though a location/outflow distribution could be provided for the

pumped well, it is easier to consider the pumped well in steady flow

systems differently.  In particular, the location involved with the

location/outflow distribution is the angular position around the well

casing and the outflow is the groundwater entering the well.  The small

distances around the well casings and small outflow variations in those

distances suggest the desirability of (1) working with integrated or

cumulative flow rates rather than point values, and (2) centering the

emphasis on the quantity of fluid arrival at the well rather than con-

centrating upon the arrival location around the well casing, which is so

small.

Both of the above suggestions are feasible and beneficial.  The

cumulative or integrated outflow rates are readily available since the

kinematic stream function is precisely the cumulative flow rate.  Also,

associated with every arrival location is a corresponding arrival time,

so the change to arrival quantities is appropriate and easily accom-

plished.  The net result is the cumulative quantity/arrival-time

curve or distribution which simply interrelates the cumulative outflow

rate with the arrival times.
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The quantity/arrival-time distribution for the pumped well in                   il
Figure 2 is the response at the well of an instantaneous fluid pulse

leaving the pump at time, t .  From Figure 2 the pathlines along which

fluid passes from the pond to the pumped well are numbered 23+ through               '
32 and also 1 and 2+.  These are designated in Table 1 as pathlines 1,               Il
2, 2-A-3, and 23-C-24 through 32.  For these pathlines (i.e., stream-
lines in steady flow system) the cumulative flow rates or stream

function values Qi/Qo, from Column 4 in Table 1, are plotted in

Figure 5 as the right ordinate versus the arrival times, T - t , from                I
Column.2.  As the data are plotted using the ordinate on the right, two
curves are obtained; one very low, flat curve at the bottom (shaded) of

Figure 5 and the upper horseshoe-shaped curve truncated by the ordinate
Qi/Qo = 1.  The lower curve is conveniently transferred to a more use-
ful location on the graph by adding 1.0 to each Qi/Q  value for. pathlines
1 through 2-A-3.  In·effect, adding 1.0 to the Qi/Q0 values simply con-
tinues the cumulative flux on to values greater than 1 rather than revert-

ing or starting over at zero when pathline 1 in Figure 2 is crossed.                 il
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Figure 5.  The quantity/arrival-time distribution for the pumped                   Il
well as obtained from the integrated outflow rates
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Theoretically,. adding 1 is equivalent to proceeding to the next Riemann

Sheet at. the stream function branch cut represented by the steady path-

line 1.  Addition of. 1.0 to the cumulative relative flux values giyes the

dashed continuation of the previous higher curve in Figure 3 and provides

a single, complete horseshoe-shaped curve of the arrival results.

From the complete horseshoe-shaped curve the first arrival time of

contaminated fluid at the pumped well is 8.84 years.  The actual

accumulative amount of contaminated water which has arrived up to that

               time is Q/Q  = 0.0 since it is the first fluid arrival..  Slightly later,
at 9.0 years after departure from the pond, the upper complete curve in

Figure 5 has two bounding values of Qi/Qo; i.e., 0.826 and 0.970. ·The

actual cumulative flow rate, Q/QQ, since the first fluid ·arrival, is

<              the difference in the bounding values or,.in other words, Q/Q  = 0.144

at an arrival time (T - t ) = 9 years.  The Q/Q  values of 0.0 and 0.144
are plotted using the left ordinate in Figure 5 against the arrival

times of 8.84 and 9 years, respectively, to provide two. points on the

quantity/arrival-time curve for the pumped well,  Other va,lues of

Q/Q  are obtained in a similar manner.  At each time the difference in
ordinates represented in Figure 5 by the distance labeled A becomes an

ordinate Q/Q  value for the quantity/arrival-time Furve for the pumped

4D              well.  The maximum value.of A is equal to Qi/Qo = 0.362, which is the

asymptotic value of the arrival curve.  The resulting complete curve

in Figure 5.is the quantity/arrival-time distribution or curve for the

pumped well.

To demonstrate use of the quantity/arrival-time curve to obtain

the contaminant outflow into the pumped well, the effects of contami-

nated fluid steadily leaving the reservoir for 0.85 years or 310

days and subsequently followed ·by uncontaminated water will be evalu-

0             ated. The arrival curves at the pumped well from Figure 5 for the fluid

departing·from the pond at t  = 0 and t  = 0.85 years are shown in

Figure 6.  The two curves represent the first and last arrival of the
contaminated pulse  at the pumped well.    The zone between  the two curves

Il            represents all of the arrival curves with departure times, to, between
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0 and 0.85 years.  In fact, the area between the curves in Figure 6 is
all of the contaminated water pulse reaching the pOmped well.   At any '
time greater than 8.84 years, the difference in vertical ordinates

between the two curves is the relative inflow rate to the well of con-

taminated fluid at that particular time. The differences between the               
two higher curves are plotted as the lower peaking curve in Figure 6.

The lower peaking curve is the quantity of contaminated fluid. inflow

to·the well as a function.of time and is vital.in determining contami-
nant concentrations of the water pumped from the well.

The concentration of the water pumped from the well is obtained

directly from the arrival curves as follows.  First, from the maximum

asymptotic value QI/Qo = 0·362 in Figures 5 and 6, the flow ratt inter-

cepted by the well, QI' as a fraction of the total loss from the pond,

Q , is found; i.e., QI/QO = 0·362.  In other words, only 36.2 percent0

of the total pond leakage rate (Q  = 471.2 gal/min or Qi = 170.6 gal/

min) is intercepted by the pumped well.  The contaminant concentration

during the 0.85 years of release from the pond is constant, i.e., Co.              4
Actordingly, the only change of concentration denoted by C in the   ,

water pumped from the well is the dilution due to differences in arri-

val ·times at the well; i.e., the lower peaking curve in Figure 6.  The

relative concentration, C/Co, leaving the pumped well is obtained by

dividing each value of Q/Q , taken from·the lower peaking curve in

Figure 6, by QI/Qo = 0·362.  The results are plotted in Figure 7 as

Q/QI on the left ordinate and C/C0 on the right scale as a function of

the arrival time, TI.  The right ordinate is labeled as the.inf.low

concentration to the injection well.since for this example the water

from the pumped well is reinjected into the groundwater flow system.
The departure times from the injection well and the associated concen-

trations shown in Figure 7 are also given in Table 3 for later use.

If the pumped water were to be used for domestic or related
purposes rather than reinjected, Figure 7 would directly provide the
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Table 3.  Effective pond departure times and injection well
concentrations for various departure times ,from the
injection well

[1]                    [21      ' 2           [3]                             0
Input concentration Effective

Injection well to injection,well departure time
departure time, To, yr from Fig. 7 from pond,

(see Fig. 7) (C/CO) to =·  To - 8.84., yr

8.84 0.000 0.00
8.85 0.207 0.01
8.90 0.320 0.06
8.95 0.392 0.11
9.00 0.448 0.16
9.10 0.539                  0.26
9.20 0.613 0.36
9.30 0.669 0.46
9.40 0.718 0.56
9.50 0.760    1    :         0.66
9.60 0.801 0.76
9.65 0.815, 0.81
9.70 0.635 0.86                         0
9.75 0.552 0.91
9.80 0.497 0.96
9.85 0.442                   1.01
9.90. 0.401 1.06
10.00 0.337 . 1.16
10.25 0.227 1.41
10.50 0.144 1.66
10.75 0.091 1.91
11.00 0.061 , 2.16
11.50 0.022 ' 2.66
12.00 0.0028 3.16
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concentration of contaminant in thewater as time passed.  Comparison of

the concentration shown in the figure with appropriate domestic, agri-

cultural, or industrial water quality standards would indicate the

environmental consequences or seriousness of the pond leakage as inter-

cepted ·by the well. Figure 7 will be used in this example for further
evaluation of the effects of reinjection on the final contaminant arri-

val at the river.

REINJECIED FLUID ARRIVAL AT RIVER

Il                   The location/outflow-quantity distribution for the reinjected fluid

is shown in Figure 4.  It involves the flow between pathlines 11-A-33

and 45-A-12 with the part of the curve simply being a plot of results   1

from Column 5 against values from Column 6 in Table 2.  Because of the

Il time-dependent concentration to the injection well shown in Figure 7,
special methods. for using this part of the location/outflow curve are

required.

This completes the steps necessary to obtain the location/arrival-

time distributions for the three parts of the flow system.  Note that

the:.several subflow systems comprising the example just covered are in
themselves representative of other situations.  For instance, the pumped

well part of the evaluation is typical of the analysis· to .determine the
expected contaminant concentration entering any pumped well,·,whether for

domestic, agricultural, municipal, or industrial use. Sim ilarly, the
techniques used in other parts of this example evaluation lend themselves

to a wide range of applications.

USE OF THE LOCATION/ARRIVAL-TIME DISTRIBUTION              .,

The example pond leakage case discussed earlier, where water coin-

cident contaminants entered the ground for a period of 0.85 years, will.

illustrate use of the location/arrival results in Figure 3.  The loca-

tion/arrival curves for the first contaminant released at t  = 0 and for

the last-contaminated fluid leaving the pond at tQ = 0.85 years are
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plotted in Figure 8.  With the exception.of the river inflow from the

injection well, all the other location arrival curves, if plotted,·would

lie between the t  = 0 and the t  = 0.85 curves.  Thus, at any.·time,

T, only locations lying between the two curves are exuding contaminated

fluid into the river.  For example, at T = 17.5 years from Figure 8,

contaminant inflow to the river will occur only between s.= 325. and.610
feet, 808 and 903 feet, 2335 and 2379 feet, and also between s = 3995

and 4150 feet.  Similarly, at any other time, T,.the location along the

river where contaminants will enter is represented by the vertical dis-

tance between the t = 0 and t  = 0.85 year curves.  Between these two.

curves (shaded area) the contaminant concentration in the groundwater

entering the river is unchanged or, in other words, is of the same con-

centration as departed from the pond.  This absence of change in concen-

tration while passing through the subsurface flow ·system is the consequence

not only of considering just fluid coincident contaminants and·of

neglecting the very small effects of hydrodynamic dispersion, but also

of the flow system and 'the concentration leaving the pond remaining
steady during the 0.85-year release period.  If the pond input concen-

tration had changed with time as, for example, occurs with the injection

well, then the output concentrations would have varied also.

The variation of the input concentration with time of the injected               
fluids directly affects the outflow concentration at the river from the

injection well. Accordingly, the location/arrival-time distribution
must be used differently for the injection well. In particular, the
outflow to the river between pathlines 33 and 45 imposes additional

changes on the outflow concentration, which are incorporated into the

analysis with moderate ease.

The change of input concentration to the injection well is avail-

able from Figure 7 or Table 3. If several values of C/C0 from Column 2

in Table 3 are selected and the associated effective departure times

from the pond (t  values in Column 3) are used, then the location/arri-
val curve for each relative concentration, C/C , value can be obtained

and plotted as in Figure 8 by using the location/arrival-time distribu-              0

tion in Figure 3.  In Figure 8, for the injection outflow region of
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Figure 8.  The consequences at the river of pond leakage

s greater. than 2380 feet and less than, 3990 feet. the resulting
curves of outflow location at various times for the different concen-

trations are shown.  Accordingly, the location of contaminants entering
0              the river and the concentration at any time are readily available from

the location/arrival results.  With the concentration, time,··and loca-

tion results obtained as in Figure 8, the location/arrival-concentra-
tion results at the river can be determined.

THE LOCATION/ARRIVAL-CONCENTRATION
DISTRIBUTION AT THE RIVER

0                   The concentration of contaminants arriving at the river was found

in the last section to vary with time along the river where the injected

fluid emerges.  These time variations are conveniently incorporated

into the evaluation of environmental consequence through a location/

arrival concentration curve.  As the name implies, such a curve is
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essentially the same as the location/outflow-quantity curve already

described except the fluid outflow quantity is replaced by the contami-

nant concentration.  The curve for the example flow system is shown in

Figure 9 as obtained from the results in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

In Figure 9, the concentration C/C  is a constant value of 1.0

(the upper and lower rectdngular areas in Figure 9) for all the loca-

tions along the riverbank except where the injected water emerges.

For the outflow distances between pathline 33 and pathline 45 where

the injected water emerges, the concentration changes'with time; i.e.,

in Figure 8 for all times greater than 17.65·years, the concentration

changes with the location s along the river bank where the injected

fluid emerges.  For example, at T = 17.9 years in Figure 8 the outflow

for a concentration C/C  = 0 is at s = 3000 feet and s = 3612 feet and

for C/C  = 0.392 the outflow is at s = 3275 feet and at s = 3375 feet,
etc.  These locations and concentrations lie on the curve labeled T=

17.9 years in Figure 9.  The results in Figure 9 are, in fact, the

same as in Figure 8 except the parameter is T in the former and C/C 
in the latter.

With steady flow systems and non-time-dependent source cDncentra-

tions, the, location/arrival results of Figure 9 are very simple distri-

butions of the outflow concentration variation along the riverbank at,

different times and need not be considered in great detail.  However,

as illustrated here, when the input concentration (as in the case of the

injection well) varies with time, the location/arrival-concentration
relationship is usually a complicated distribution and necessarily must

be used as described in the following section.

OSE OF THE LOCATION/ARRIVAL-CONCENTRATION AND
LOCATION/OUTFLOW-QUANTITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The outflow rate of·contamination is obtained by combinino the

arrival concentration and fluid outflow flux as functions of the Outflow            I
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location along the riverbank. Specifically, the differential··Eontami-

nant outflow rate, dW, through an incremental riverbank length, ds, is:

dW=Cqds (13)

or expressed in the concentration and outflow flux:

C   ndW = - 1- (Co qo) ds (14)co. qo

where C/C  is the concentration as in Figure 9, q/q  is the relative
fluid discharge flux as in

Figure 4, and  (Coqi) is the conversion con-

stant, being the product of the original pond concentration and the

scaling outflow flux into the river.

The location/outflow-concentration distribution (Figure 9) and the

location/outflow curve from Figure 4 are readily· combined to provide

the  integrand  of Eq.  (14), <C--·  -31,  as a function  Of the outflow  loca-
0 01 , I.

tions (Figure 10). In the figure, the effect of the gradually chahging

fluid outflow flux and the more rapidly varying relative concentrations

is apparent. For those outflow locations not associated with the injec-
ti-on well, the contaminant outflow rate is the same for any time,whareas
with the injection wel I outflow, a different cur·ve is associated wi'ph
each outflow time selected.

The combined results in Figure 10 are simply another location/

outflow-quantity distribution where now the outflow is the contamination

outflow flux or quantity of the specific contaminant emerging into the

river as a function of the outflow location.  Therefore, the final

results needed to obtain the amount of contamination outflow potentially

to interface with the biosphere are obtained in the same ways as des-

cribed previously in Paper I.  The location/contamination-outflow

quantity distributions in Figure 10 and the location/arrival-time                     Il
distributions represented in Figure 8 are used together td provide the
total contamination outflow as a function of time.  Figure 10 gives the

integrand in Eq. (14) whereas the limits for integration come from.the

location/arrival-time distribution in Figure 8.  Upon integration, the                 0
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total inflow rate of contamination is obtained.  For exampl.e, at

T = 15.5 years, the contamination inflow rate, WT is:

1965 ft

f C  . fL
WT = co qo J/

- ds = 6.77 lb/day (15)
cO qo

885 ft

At a later time, T = 18 years, the inflow rate WT is:

390 ft 894 ft

WT    =     5  .9 9 6     (1 0- 3)      .j             L  .   9-        d s     +    f      -  .    9-r       d scO qo .1  -O qo

250 tt 887 ft

2400 ft 3625 ft 4232 ft                               I

f C A f CE q \ f € d
.

+ i -0.3- ds +

+         C-' -   ds
  (16)

./  Co qo ,  i c q  I
J  (0 01 0 0   j

2390 ft 2850 ft 3995 ft

or, upon evaluation,

WT = 5.28
lb/day (17)

where the C  and qQ values are from Figures 1 and 4 with the appropriate               (I
conversion of units to give W in the units of pounds per day of contami-

nant outflow into the river.

Through evaluating integrals similar to Eq. (15) and (16) for other

times, the complete :variation of outflow rates of contaminants with time                I

is obtained as the lower irregular outflow curve shown in Figure 11.

The higher, dashed curve in the same figure is the outflow to the river

when no pumping or injection well was used (see Figure 5 in Paper I).

The reduction in peak outflow rates of coAtaminants into the river

by pumping suggests the usefulness of arrival distributions in

evaluating the benefits of different groundwater management possibili-

ties.
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The inflow rate of contaminants into the river in Figure 11 is the

second of the two final results needed to collipl·etely evaluate ·the

environmental consequences of, in this case,'the pond leakage. It shows

in»easily usable form how much contaminant will enter the' river with

I                      piissing time, ·and- knowing the expected amount of tcontaminants at various

times, application of'a0propriate domestic, agricultural, or industrial

water  qual ity standards will indicate 'the cnvirom,ental consequences 'of'
the subsurface· pollution problem. In retrospect,  the  results  in    ' ;
Figure 11 were obtained through judicious use of the location/arrival
distributions for the various parts of the complicated flow pattern. '

FINAL.RESULTS FOR EVALUATING
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The complete,environmental impact is easily provided by Figures 8

and 11.  For instance, from Figure 11 at T = 15.87 years after the first

<               contaminant release, the peak outflow quantity or rate, W, is 8.05 pounds

per day from the dashed curve.  This outflow.rate is the total contaminant

outflow entering the river at f = 15.87 years and from Figure 8 it all

enters the river between s = 930 feet and s.f 2150 feet.  The concentra-

tion entering the river between these two points is from the shaded

area C=C.
0

At any other time, the same final results can be obtained from

using Figures 8 and 11.  In each instance, the total inflow rate of the

particular water coincident contaminant is given irregular curve in

Figure 11.  The location/arrival curves directly provide the location

along the river where the·contaminant inflow will occur and also provides

the inflow concentratioh.
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CONCLUSIONS

By combined application of,location/arriv.a·1-time and·· 10€ationlf... .•32
outflow-quant,ity distributions, the complete.results needed .to·determi,ne
the environmental consequences of, subsurface pollution can; .be presen.ted,
This method proyides quantitative results for how. much contam·i nant wo u.l,d                 4,
interface.with the biosphere, the location where,that amount may. fir.st
contact„man's environment, and the time when the subs.urface: flow system
will no longer isolate the contaminant. Certainly, these are. the facts
needed by the decision-maker to choose alternatives. and allow, disal,low;
or require corrective action based upon the environmental consequences.b
Thus, the summary results shown in Figures 8 and 11 provide the primary

information necessary to.evaluate the environmental consequences of the

subsurface pollution problem.

The next two papers in this sequence will provide methods to con-

sider heterogene8us permeable systems with irregular flow geometry and  
transient flow systems in two dimensions.  As arrival distributions for

these more complicated systems are developed, a broader class of hyd '02
'.,  .     .'..

logic systems can be treated.
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NOTATIONS

Units

D             stratum or slab thickness                   L
0

C             contaminant concentration pumped           F/L
3

from the well and, reinjected

C             contaminant concentration in the pond F/L
3

0

C             concentration of contaminants in the none

Il             Co            water

1 1 outflow flux of contaminant to the none
C q river
0  0

H             head in the pond                            L0

H' = 1 transient head in pond (equals 1 for none
steady flow)

j             summation index taking on values of none
1 and 2, here

K             hydraulic conductivity of the material (L3/T)/(L2L/L)0

ml=Q1/(D K )  strength of the pumped well (sink)         L00

m =Q /(K D )  strength of the injection well (source)    L2 2 00
N=2 since both a point source (pumped well) none

and sink is involved

P             effective porosity none

Q             cumulative flow rate of contaminated L /T
3

fluid with Q=0 corresponding with the
first contaminant arrival at an outflow
boundary

QI            flow rate·intercepted by the pumped L /1
3

0                           well and reinjected at the injection well

3
Q              cumulative flow rate of contaminated L /T

fluid (see Eq. 8)

Q             steady fluid outflow rate from the pond \-3/1
0 0
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Units

QI                fraction of the pond leakage inter- none

Q
-  = 0.362 cepted by the pumped well
0

Ql                pump discharge rate of the well L3/T
(always negative)

Q2                injection flow rate into the well' · L /T
3

(always positive)

q                boundary groundwater emission or outflow (L3/T)/L
flux per unit distance along the river

.,

q                a convenient constant value of q used" (L3/T)/L0
for scaling

R                 large radial distance to the remote         L
outer boundary

r                 radius of the cylindrical pond0

s                 location where the contamination reaches    L
the river boundary (see Eq. 11).

T                arrival time at an outflow boundary·        T

T                 injection time at the well                   T
I

Ti                arrival lime at the pumped ,well              T

T                 departure time of fluid from the            T0
injection well

t                 time                                          T

t                departure·time from the pond                .,T0                 ·

U                gradient strength of the uniform  ,         L/L
lateral flow

v              pore velocity vector                    L/T
W                outflow rate of a specific contaminant F/T

entering the river                                                     Il

X                 distance along the x-coordinate direc-      L
tion to the river

x and y Cartesian coordinates            ·            L
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Units
+   .....-

x             x.coordinate of a starting point on        L0
the pond wall

xl             x-coordinate of the center of the          L
pumped well

x2            x-coordinate.of the center of the          L
injection well

Yo            y-coordinate of a starting point on        L
the pond wall

0                yl            y-coordinate of the center of the          L
pumped well

y2            y-coordinate of the center of the          L
injection well

0             groundwater potential FL/F

V             gradient operator 1/L

e             approximation error in head at the         L
pond introduced by wells

 '            approximation error in head at remote      L

boundary introduced by wells
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